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Abstract 

 
Background:  

Despite the fact that online banking is a widespread phenomenon, it is yet to be fully utilized 

by customers. Banks are constantly developing their digital channels in order to fit the needs 

of the customers and to operate more efficiently. However, for certain scenarios the customers 

still visit the branch offices instead of choosing the online channel. 

  

Purpose: Through identifying the hindering factors, the purpose of this study is to investigate 

why customers that have adopted online banking still visit the brick and mortar office for 

certain banking services (specifically pre-approval of mortgages, mortgages, and unsecured 

personal loans).  

 

Method: This is a qualitative case study performed through conducting in-depth interviews. 

The sample consists of six Swedbank customers. 

 

Conclusion:  Findings show several factors that have an influence on the customers’ decision 

to use digital channels for the three specific banking services. Low awareness appears as a 

key hindering factor, affecting trust, risk, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. 

Perceived ease of use was also found to be a key hindering factor as the customers perceive 

the process as rather complex.  
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1 Introduction  
 

In this section the background and the problem formulation is discussed. The topic of online 

banking is presented and the gap within previous literature is identified. The Swedish banking 

environment and the financial services of interest are explained. 

 

1.1 Background  

Internet technology is rapidly changing the way that personal financial services are designed, 

delivered, and used (Al-Somali, Gholami, & Clegg, 2009; Aldás-Manzano, Lassala-Navarré, 

Ruiz-Mafé, & Sanz-Blas, 2009). Some of the attracting factors for customers to use online 

banking are the around the clock availability, as well as the ease of transactions and avoidance 

of queuing (Al-Somali et al., 2009). Through the assistance of the internet, banking no longer 

relies on the confines of geography but instead is limitless in its reach as customers have 

almost constant access from anywhere in the world. Banking relies heavily on Information 

Technology (IT), thus banks must be able to acquire, process, and deliver information to all of 

their customers. The methods in which banks approach this task have been constantly 

evolving towards a position of absolute digitalization, as using the Internet is far more 

efficient than using other distribution mediums (Alsajjan & Dennis, 2006).   

 

For online banking, customers are leaders not laggards, as they have already adapted to the 

online environment in several other contexts (e.g. online-shopping). They judge their 

experience on how well their needs are met, the ease of doing business and the level of 

enjoyment. Therefore, one of the main challenges for banks is to adapt existing services 

according to changing customer expectations (Forest & Donya, 2015). For example, service 

providers such as banks are introducing self-service technologies (SSTs) offering customers 

access to various services through more convenient channels other than merely the physical 

outlet. An SST is referred to as a product of the bank, that any customers have the ability to 

use themselves, without requiring the assistance of bank personnel (i.e. Mobile apps, ATM’s 

etc.) However, the introduction of SST’s does not necessarily lead to its usage, which 

therefore becomes an issue for banks (Liljander, Gillberg, Gummerus, & van Riel, 2006).  

 

A wider use of online banking will have a positive effect on the economy. The economy is 

affected largely due to the transaction speed and the safety of the transactions thus simplifying 

the tasks of investing and increasing the free flow of capital (Szopiński, 2016). Additionally, 

online banking allow for the rapid flow of money that is necessary for the functioning of the 

digital economy. Swedbank has a total customer base of roughly four million customers and 

241 branch offices, where approximately 71% of these customers have registered for online 

banking services (Ulrika Svensson, personal communication, March 5, 2017). They have a 
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well-developed online banking platform which can be seen through their internet bank, 

mobile bank, and telephone bank (Swedbank, 2017a, 2017b). However, even though many 

customers have adopted online banking, large numbers refrain from utilizing it to its full 

potential. According to Swedbank’s statistics, roughly 43% of their customers perform their 

actions solely through digital channels (Ulrika Svensson, personal communication, March 5, 

2017). The main reason for choosing to use Swedbank as the company of focus in this thesis 

is that one of the group members works at Swedbank. This granted us access to company data 

and allowed us to get in contact with key personnel at Swedbank’s digital banking 

department.  

 

Sweden is among the countries with the highest Internet usage in the world (Durkin, 

McCartan-Quinn, O’Donnell, & Howcroft, 2003). Additionally, as of February 2017 7,5 

million people in Sweden possessed a BankID, which is a digital identification tool allowing 

the user to utilize online banking channels from wherever they are (Wemnell, 2017). Sweden 

is the leading country in the race of becoming a cash-free society (Henley, 2016). There are 

almost no bank offices still handling cash, during 2015 merely 2% of all transactions in 

Sweden were made with cash (Henley, 2016) and the total amount of cash notes in circulation 

decreased by roughly 40% between 2007 and 2016 (Riksbanken, 2017) 

1.2 The Three Financial Services Under Investigation  

This research aims to investigate the low usage rate of three financial services offered through 

Swedbank’s online bank; applications for pre-approvals of mortgages, mortgages, and 

unsecured personal loans. These three financial services are targeted because customers tend 

to perform them at brick and mortar offices instead of using the online channels.  

1.2.1 Pre-Approval 

When the customer wishes to apply for a loan, Swedbank performs a preliminary assessment 

of the customer’s ability to repay the borrowed amount. Swedbank offers an online platform 

for pre-approval of mortgages as well as for the actual mortgage application itself. A pre-

approval is a preliminary acceptance of a loan from the bank to the customer. The pre-

approval is required when buying a property as it shows that the customer have the financial 

means necessary (Swedbank, 2016a, 2016b). The online pre-approval service is offered for 

free, the process is simple and only takes about 15 minutes to complete, although only 17% of 

the customers apply for the pre-approval through the online channel (Monica Lindh, personal 

communication, March 10, 2017). The process is time efficient both from the customer’s and 

the bank’s point of view. The customer does not have to spend time going to the bank office 

only to get a pre-approval, and may instead apply at additional banks to get the best offer. For 

Swedbank an online pre-approval is beneficial as it enables the bank to move forward faster 

when meeting the customer and opens up possibilities for discussing and promoting other 

services (Ulrika Svensson, personal communication, March 5, 2017).  
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1.2.2 Mortgage 

Swedbank also provides an online platform where the customer can apply for the full 

mortgage. The customer is required to provide additional details through a process similar to 

when applying for the pre-approval, including personal information, loan information, and 

economic situation. Lastly, Swedbank will call the customer to discuss the final details and to 

finish the loan application process (Swedbank, 2016a, 2016b). In this stage the customer will 

also have the possibility to negotiate the mortgage terms (i.e. interest rate, amortization). If 

the customer applies for the mortgage online Swedbank may reduce the lead-time and cut 

costs by great measures. Reduced lead-time and convenience will also be beneficial to the 

customer hence there are potential mutual gains. 

1.2.3 Unsecured Personal Loan  

The second type of bank loan investigated is a loan intended for consumption. Only 14% of 

the loan applications are made online and there is hence room for improvement (Monica 

Lindh, personal communication, March 10, 2017). Swedbank customers can borrow up to 350 

000 SEK without collateral and the application can be performed through the Internet bank. 

The process takes about 5 minutes and the customer immediately receives a pre-approval of 

how much he/she may borrow and what the monthly cost will be, the bank will then contact 

the customer to finalize the application after having assessed the debtor. The process can be 

considered fully digital for the customer, although a Swedbank advisor assesses the 

application manually (Swedbank, 2016c). By applying for the loan online the process 

becomes more time efficient, as the customer does not have to visit a branch office and 

receives the money faster. From Swedbank’s perspective the online application also cuts costs 

through making the process more efficient. Thus, there are mutual gains to be made from 

increasing the amount of online applications.   

1.3 The Problem 

We focus on certain services with lower online usage rates to deliver a study with substantial 

value to both Swedbank and the academic community. For simple tasks, such as money 

transfers, Swedbank’s customers are almost self-sufficient with 98% of all transactions being 

made through digital channels. Instead we identified the usage rate of applying for bank loans 

online to be particularly low (14% for unsecured personal loans and 17% for mortgages)( 

Monica Lindh, personal communication, March 10, 2017). An interview with a Swedbank 

manager at the Älmhult branch office revealed that when customers apply for their loan 

online there are major benefits to the bank its customers. Online banking saves time, effort, 

and opens the opportunity for the bank to advise the customer on products and services apart 

from the bank loan (Ulrika Svensson, personal communication, March 5, 2017). Reduced 

lead-time and convenience will also be beneficial to the customer thus there are mutual gains.  

 

Scholars have researched the adoption of online banking with much of the focus directed 

towards the adoption process of the online system. Factors affecting acceptance, drivers and 

hinders have been elaborated on to understand the adoption of online banking (Al-Somali et 
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al., 2009; Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Montazemi & Qahri-Saremi, 2015). However, it seems 

that scholars have understudied why customers that use online banking still visit brick and 

mortar offices for certain scenarios (i.e. bank loans). Rather than focusing on the adoption of 

online banking, the aim of this thesis is to analyse the hindering factors, which are preventing 

customers from utilizing online banking to its full potential. Through developing a deeper 

understanding of why customers do not utilize the digital channel, banks can gain the 

knowledge to reduce the transactions performed through brick and mortar offices. With the 

potential benefits to banks and with the current gap in the literature our topic is worthwhile to 

study.  

1.4 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to uncover why customers that already have adopted online 

banking still choose to visit the brick and mortar office for the three specific financial services 

of interest (pre-approval of mortgages, mortgages, and unsecured personal loans).   

1.5 Research Question 

RSQ 1: What hinders Swedbank’s customers that have adopted online banking from 

using certain financial services (pre-approval of mortgages, mortgages, and unsecured 

personal loans) through digital channels?” 

1.6 Delimitations 

Firstly, the thesis is performed with Swedbank as a target company, and thus limited to only 

one bank. Secondly, as previously presented the focus is on the three financial services pre-

approval, mortgage and unsecured personal loan. Thirdly, we delimit the investigation 

through targeting a specific customer segment, which will be further elaborated on in the 

sampling section. 
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2 Literature Review 
 

This section presents the theories and frameworks that this research is based upon. The frame 

of reference entails existing literature within the field of online banking. This section ends 

with a summary of the frame of reference.  

 

2.1 Banking Communication Channels and Characteristics of 

Financial Services 

2.1.1 Bank Communication Channel, Brick and Mortar vs. Digital  

In the transition from the traditional brick and mortar offices to online banking the face-to-

face interactions cease to exist. In examining the customer’s decision to still visit the branch 

offices for certain services, the implications of interacting through face-to-face/online are 

relevant. Durkin et al. (2003) found that despite seeing an increase in online banking, 

customers still put emphasis on face-to-face communication. They conclude that as long as 

the customer’s perception of the service received from the online channels is lower than the 

quality associated with face-to-face they will be more resistant to accept the online banking 

service. Beckett & Howcroft (2000) further highlight the importance of understanding the 

implications of the delivery channel in online banking. They suggest that the banking 

customers can be divided into clusters, each with different preferences regarding 

communication. They also found that the complexity of the financial service influenced the 

type of interaction preferred by the customer. Laroche, Yang, McDougall, & Bergeron (2005) 

provide evidence that online channels, in contrast to brick and mortar, are more efficient in 

providing appropriate information to the customer to assist their evaluation process. However, 

they also suggest that the overall risk is still higher in the online environment compared to 

brick and mortar. Suh & Han (2002) identified an impact on customer trust associated with 

the online channels and suggest that the online environment has a significantly negative 

impact on trust. Seeing that the online communication channel has been found to influence 

the customer’s perceived risk and trust, it is relevant to investigate in order understand the 

implications of online vs. brick and mortar banking. 

2.1.2 Easy vs. Complex Tasks  

Few studies have been devoted to investigating the leading factors towards the use of specific 

financial services and the focus has instead been the adoption of online banking in general. 

With today’s widespread use of online banking and with Sweden’s great environmental 

conditions for online banking we will focus our research on specific financial services and 

their barriers. Financial services can be divided into two segments based on fundamental 

needs, the first being transferring money (easy tasks) and the second being concerned with 

deposit and lending options (complex tasks) (Howcroft, Hamilton, & Hewer, 2007). In 

accordance with this, bank loans can be considered a complex task. Hoehle & Huff (2009) 

indicate that customers tend to favour certain channels for certain services, e.g. mobile 
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banking for simple tasks, online banking for more complex tasks, and brick and mortar offices 

for the most complex tasks. Furthermore they propose that there is a link between task and 

channel that can be further studied to understand the barriers for the specific task. 

Additionally Durkin et al. (2003) included the facet of when the customer prefers personal 

service vs. automated channels where they highlighted the fact that it differs from a banking 

and customer perspective. Their findings indicate that customers prefer remote service when 

they are time-efficient, convenient and easy to utilize. They also found that customers prefer 

face-to-face contact when the transactions are very important, complex, and demanding. 

These findings further highlight the importance of our proposed research’ focus on the 

complex task of bank loans. Banks are found to be primarily concerned with becoming more 

efficient through decreasing lead-time and reducing costs. With this in mind we wish to 

contribute to the academic community and commercial banks through providing insights of 

why customers choose one channel over the other. Hence allowing the banks to alter their 

current remote channels to fit the customer needs. Howcroft et al. (2007) studied customer 

involvement of banking services and identified major differences between simple vs. complex 

tasks, for instance the customer’s level of knowledge and the magnitude of uncertainty. This 

further validates our approach of studying financial services separately and not online banking 

in general as most previous scholars. We suggest that this is a more accurate approach, as 

there are major differences between the customer perceptions of simple vs. complex tasks and 

their barriers. 

 

2.3 Technology Acceptance Model 

The technology acceptance model (TAM) is an extension of the theory of reasoned action 

(TRA) and it is the most commonly utilized theoretical framework within the field of 

customer adoption of online banking (Harrison & Waite, 2015). Davis (1989) and Davis et. al.  

(1989) proposed the model in 1989 in an attempt to conceptualize the factors that determine 

acceptance or rejection of new technology. Davis, (1989) identified perceived usefulness (PU) 

and perceived ease of use (PEOU) as the two most significant factors affecting attitude 

toward behaviour (A) and behavioural intention (BI) which in turn determines the 

individual’s actual behaviour (the choice to accept or reject the new technology system). 

Attitude is defined as “an individual’s positive or negative feelings (evaluative affect) about 

performing the target behaviour”, and BI is defined as “a measure of the strength of one’s 

intention to perform a specified behaviour” (Davis, Fred D.Bagozzi, Richard P.Warshaw, 

1989).  

 

In accordance with the study by Aldás-Manzano et al. (2009) we will focus on different 

factors’ effect on the actual behaviour, and will hence not devote our study to investigate 

whether they specifically affect A or BI. In this research, we define actual behaviour as the 

customer’s decision to use the digital channel. 
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2.3.1 Perceived Usefulness (PU) 

Perceived usefulness has previously been found to have a major effect on the decision to use 

online banking services (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Davis, Fred D.Bagozzi, Richard 

P.Warshaw, 1989; Davis, 1989; Pikkarainen, 2015). The concept is defined as “the degree to 

which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job 

performance” (Davis, 1989, p.320). Hence, an individual will consider something useful when 

it increases his or her performance, for instance by saving time or cutting costs. This paper 

wishes to study its effect on the customers’ decision to apply for bank loans through digital 

channels. 

2.3.2 Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) 

PEOU is defined as “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system 

would be free of effort” (Davis, 1989, p.320). Perceived ease of use relates to whether the 

individual will perceive the new technology as superior compared to the previous in terms of 

effort it requires of the user (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009). Previous studies have found 

significant evidence for PEOU’s effect on the intention to use digital channels for financial 

services (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Davis, Fred D.Bagozzi, Richard P.Warshaw, 1989; 

Davis, 1989; Pikkarainen, 2015). For bank customers to find the digital channels to be 

superior as compared to visiting branch offices the services must be easy to understand and 

utilize. Additionally, Davis (1989) suggests that PEOU is directly correlated with perceived 

usefulness and not just a parallel correlation towards attitude. In this paper, we wish to study 

the customer’s PEOU of the current online bank loan applications and whether this may 

explain the low usage rate. 

2.3.3 Relevance of TAM 

In their audit covering 10 years of literature within online banking Harrison and Waite (2015) 

scrutinized the implementation of TAM and its impact on the academic community. Firstly, 

they point out that to continue to test TAM as a model in new settings, is a saturated field of 

research and of no substantial value to the academic society. Furthermore, they claim that 

TAM itself is a too simple and easy way of approaching technology acceptance and suggest 

that future research should include additional factors to fit the context. This is strengthened by 

numerous scholars that have emphasised TAM’s flexibility and how additional factors add 

value to the original model (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Alsajjan & 

Dennis, 2006; Chang & Lu, 2004; Sharp, 2007) Previous literature within the field of online 

banking has utilized TAM in various settings and different extensions have been proposed. 

Researchers have successfully included risk (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Laukannen, 

Sinkonnen, & Laukannen, 2007)), trust (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Alsajjan & Dennis, 

2006), awareness (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Alsajjan & Dennis, 

2006; Howcroft et al., 2007), social influence (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Mills, Tennant, 

Mansingh, & Rao-Graham, 2013) and computer self-(Al-Somali et al., 2009; Reid & Levy, 

2008; Wang, Wang, Lin, & Tang, 2003). However, the previous studies have been aimed at 

online banking in general and not towards specific banking services. 
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The target segment of this research is banking customers that utilize online banking regularly 

but still visits brick and mortar offices for certain services. As suggested through our literature 

review TAM will not be solely utilized. The factors of risk, trust, awareness, social influence, 

and computer self-efficacy are included to fit the context of our research. In the following 

sections, each factor is explained and discussed why they are of essential value to our 

research. Lastly a summary of our literature review is provided. 

 

 

Figure 1. Proposed Conceptual Model 

 

 
 

Based on the original model by Davis (1989) and Davis et. al. (1989), and extended by including external factors 

to fit the context of this research.  

2.4 Awareness 

Several scholars have previously identified awareness as a major determinant of usage within 

online banking (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Mills et al., 2013; 

Pikkarainen, 2015). Beckett & Howcroft (2000) stress the importance of informing customers 

about the different services available and how they will benefit them, instead of only 

promoting online banking in general. Sathye (1999) adds to the concept of awareness by 

pointing out that the banks cannot expect their services to sell themselves. Awareness can be 

linked to perceived usefulness as it will deepen the customer’s understanding of how the 

product can provide benefits hence be considered more useful (Pikkarainen, 2015), 

additionally it can be linked to PEOU as with more information available the customer will 

find it easier to perform the task (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009).  
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2.5 Social Influence 

Social influence is the force from influential groups or individuals in promoting whether 

someone should or should not use a certain product or service (Mills et al., 2013). Its impact 

on customers’ behaviour can be linked to TAM as the social influence may affect the 

individual's view in terms of perceived usefulness and PEOU (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Mills et 

al., 2013). Additionally social influence has been suggested to have a significant impact on 

customer awareness through communication between individuals (Al-Somali et al., 2009; 

Davis, 1989; Mills et al., 2013). However, Mills et al., (2013) further suggest that social 

influence does not have a direct effect on intention to use. Social influence can initially raise 

awareness but it may also contribute to pace up the process of the adoption. This can be 

achieved in cases where the growing use of the new technology basically forces people to 

start using it because of pressure from their peers (Davis, 1989).  

2.6 Risk 

Previous literature has suggested the aspect of risk to be an important factor influencing the 

customer’s usage of online banking (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Howcroft et al., 2007; 

Laukannen et al., 2007; Mills et al., 2013). In online banking literature the risk factor refers to 

the perceived risk of suffering a greater loss using the online channels rather than the 

traditional brick and mortar channels (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009). Howcroft et al. (2007) 

suggest that the risk factor varies with different banking services. Additionally, it has been 

found that the risk barrier affects the usage to a smaller extent as the customer is less resistant 

to adapt to the new technology (Laukannen et al., 2007). This suggests that risk becomes less 

relevant when the customer already is integrated to the online system. However, as Howcroft 

et al. (2007) argue, risk is dependent on the type of financial product and its relevance should 

not be underestimated even when analysing customers that already are using online banking. 

In line with these findings and as the focus of this paper lies on the customers that already 

have adopted, the risk factor is considered tied to the specific financial services that are 

targeted, and tested as a factor to explain the barrier for the customer to adapt to certain 

services. 

2.7 Trust 

Trust is a commonly used variable when investigating the adoption behaviour to online 

banking, and often used as an extension to the TAM model (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Aldás-

Manzano et al., 2009; Alsajjan & Dennis, 2006; Reid & Levy, 2008; Suh & Han, 2002). The 

concept encompasses the belief that a promise from another party can be relied upon, and also 

that this party will act in goodwill (Suh & Han, 2002). With regards to online banking trust is 

built between the customer and the bank, and reflects the customer’s confidence in the bank 

and to what degree it is believed to be reliable. Furthermore Suh & Han (2002) explain that 

trust is highly important in online banking as the online environment inherits a certain risk 

and uncertainty. Additionally, many scholars have agreed upon that trust is more important in 

the online context than in the traditional brick and mortar (Alsajjan & Dennis, 2006; Harris & 

Goode, 2004; Suh & Han, 2002). The reason for this being that sensitive and personal 
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information has to be transferred through the Internet when the parties do not have the 

possibility to meet face-to-face (Suh & Han, 2002). They further suggest that a person’s trust 

is largely based on previous interactions. With regard to this paper, and the customers that 

already have adopted, the aspect of trust will presumably be affected by the customer’s prior 

experience with the online system. (Gefen, 2000) describe the relative importance of trust 

depending on the complexity of the interaction as well as one’s vulnerability towards the 

other party (i.e. the bank). Drawing from this it can be further discussed whether the influence 

of trust is affected when dealing with more complex services such as loans. Alsajjan & 

Dennis (2006) supports the perception that trust plays a big role in the online banking 

environment as a consequence of the sensitive information that is exchanged. Also noticeable 

in previous literature is the relationship discovered between trust and risk, where trust was 

concluded to be a determining factor in the process of reducing perceived risk of using online 

banking (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009).  

2.8 Computer Self-Efficacy 

Computer self-efficacy is referred to as an individual’s confidence in his or her competence to 

perform computer related tasks within different domains (Al-Somali et al., 2009). Wang, 

Wang, Lin, & Tang (2003) confirm that individual variables such as gender, age, and level of 

education may be important in understanding the use of online banking, however they 

consider computer self-efficacy to be the most crucial variable to investigate. This argument 

is grounded on the fact that the bank can influence the customers’ computer self-efficacy 

through education and thus help them adapt. Hence computer self-efficacy is valuable for the 

bank as well as for promoters of online banking. Researchers have found generally positive 

relationships towards PEOU and PU, as well as the customer’s attitude and intention to use 

online banking (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Chang & Lu, 2004; Reid & Levy, 2008; Wang et al., 

2003) which further stresses the importance of including the variable in the analysis. 

Laukannen et al. (2007) provide a link between risk and computer self-efficacy, finding that 

computer self-efficacy is a determinant of risk and in turn influences the usage of online 

banking. Developing a deeper knowledge in this risk to computer self-efficacy relationship 

will help to understand the implications of the two factors with regard to the use of certain 

services. Wang et al. (2003) found evidence that customers with a higher degree of computer 

self-efficacy are more prominent to adapt to online banking services overall, drawing from 

this it may be meaningful to examine if the degree of self-efficacy also influence what 

specific services the customer uses. 

2.9 Demographics 

Demographics is a variable that is investigated in a majority of the literature within the field 

of online banking (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Karjaluoto, Mattila, & Pento, 2002; Onyia & Tagg, 

2012; Szopiński, 2016). In many studies it is included as a controlling factor to the previously 

presented TAM model (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Karjaluoto et al., 2002), and in other studies it 

is included as an explanatory variable to understand the use of online banking (Onyia & Tagg, 

2012; Szopiński, 2016). Researchers have agreed upon the fact that demographics have an 
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impact on the acceptance of online banking and the most common variables that have been 

considered include, gender, age, level of education and income. The literature reveals that the 

typical online banking user is young, highly educated and with a high income relative to 

others (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Karjaluoto et al., 2002). Seeing as the impact of demographics 

is already well documented it is not meaningful to focus further research on. However, as 

demographics have been found to be associated with the acceptance of new technology it is 

still wise to control for the variable, although not as the main variable for investigation. The 

approach to demographical differences will be elaborated on in the sampling section.  

2.10 Our Synthesized Conceptual Framework 

Previous scholars have emphasised TAM’s flexibility and the importance of extending the 

model to fit the context (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Alsajjan & 

Dennis, 2006; Chang & Lu, 2004; Sharp, 2007). Hence, given the purpose of our research we 

include awareness, social influence, risk, trust, and computer self-efficacy. Awareness is 

included as it has been found to directly impact both perceived usefulness (Al-Somali et al., 

2009; Alsajjan & Dennis, 2006; Pikkarainen, 2015; Sathye, 1999) and PEOU (Aldás-

Manzano et al., 2009; Howcroft et al., 2007). Furthermore, we wish to investigate whether the 

low usage of certain services can be explained by a lack of information provided by the 

banks. Social influence is accounted for because it has been shown to pace up the adoption 

rate of online banking (Davis, 1989), and as it affects perceived usefulness (Al-Somali et al., 

2009; Mills et al., 2013) and PEOU (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Davis, 1989). The impact of 

social influence may be very low for the certain services at this early stage, however it may 

have large effect on the usage rate in the future. We find it inevitable to include risk as it has 

been shown to have a strong influence on the use of online financial services (Aldás-Manzano 

et al., 2009; Laukannen et al., 2007). Specifically, we wish to investigate its relevance to the 

customers who are frequent users of online services and thus have already accepted online 

banking. With its direct effect on the choice of banking channel (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Suh 

& Han, 2002) and with the proposed relation to risk (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009) we include 

trust in our study. We wish to investigate its relevance to customers that are frequent users of 

online banking as it has been suggested to be important for the initial usage of online banking. 

Computer self-efficacy is included as it has a direct influence on the decision to use the online 

channel (Laukannen et al., 2007), and as it has been suggested to have a significant effect on 

risk (Laukannen et al., 2007) and PEOU (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Reid & Levy, 2008; Wang et 

al., 2003). Again, we wish to study its relevance to customers that already have adopted 

online banking but do not utilize the online application forms when applying for bank loans. 

Lastly, as previous literature have agreed that customer demographics affect the use of online 

banking (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Karjaluoto et al., 2002; Onyia & Tagg, 2012; Szopiński, 

2016) our sample consists of individuals that represents the typical online banker (young, 

highly educated, high income) (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Karjaluoto et al., 2002).  

 

In Figure 2. we illustrate the proposed relationships identified through our literature review. 

The purple boxes represent the additional concepts which we have included to extend TAM. 
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Figure 2. Conceptual Model: A Modified Version of TAM with Proposed 

Relationships 
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3 Methodology  
 

This section includes our choice of research philosophy, research purpose, research 

approach, and research technique. Additionally, it discusses the data collection techniques 

that are implemented in the research. Lastly credibility of research is elaborated on.  

 

3.1 Research Philosophy 

During all the stages in the research process one continuously makes assumptions about the 

nature of the encountered realities, assumptions which in turn influence how one understands 

the research question, chosen methods and how findings are interpreted. The chosen research 

philosophy can be seen as the set of assumptions about the way in which one understands the 

world (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2012). Therefore, the research strategy will be based on 

the assumptions of the research philosophy. According to Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 

(2009), there are four different types of research philosophies, positivism, realism, 

interpretivism, and pragmatism. Interpretivism is a philosophic stance that emphasises the 

difference between humans in the society. Furthermore, it has a subjective view and focuses 

on details of situations and the reality behind these (Saunders et al., 2012). As our research 

aims to explore and understand the customer’s behaviour in a banking service setting without 

controlling any situation in experiments, we argue that it is suitable to adopt an interpretive 

philosophical perspective. The complexity of digitalisation in combination with the 

differences between individuals in the adoption process calls for this type of approach. In 

order to answer the research question, we believe that it is important to pay attention to and 

try to understand the underlying reasons and details behind the customer’s behaviour. It will 

furthermore be necessary to see the phenomenon from the customer’s point of view to 

develop an idea of the proposed issue, which is critical to the interpretivist perspective 

(Saunders et al., 2012). 

3.2 Research Approach 

There are three approaches to research; deductive, inductive and abductive (Alvesson & 

Sköldberg, 2009; Saunders et al., 2012). The deductive approach is most commonly utilized 

in quantitative research, however it may as well be used in qualitative research, and the 

process starts by establishing an idea, premise or hypotheses to form a theory. The next step 

concerns scanning existing literature to see whether your theory will contribute to a deeper 

understanding of the concept. The third step is to collect data and empirically test the theory 

to be able to accept or reject it (Saunders et al., 2012). The inductive approach can be seen as 

the opposite of the deductive approach. It starts by collecting data, in most cases qualitative 

data, to help you get a broad understanding of the concept you wish to investigate. Secondly 

you interpret and analyse the data collected to form a theoretical framework. The strong point 

of the inductive approach is that it open to discover new relationships or theories 

unintentionally, as compared to the deductive approach where you state the possible 

relationships beforehand (Saunders et al., 2012). 
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In cases where using the deductive or inductive approach may limit the research, the 

abductive approach may be more suitable (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2009). When using 

abduction, the researcher combines the inductive and deductive approach by moving back and 

forth between theory and data. It may start with interviews through which you identify an 

interesting observation. You then move on to find theories that can be linked to the 

observation. Lastly you perform another data collection to confirm your research question 

(Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2009). Abduction can either occur as an unexpected observation 

during the initial data collection or during a later stage that allows for a side track (Saunders 

et al., 2012). 

 

Our research was performed using the abductive approach as we initially studied statistics 

provided by Swedbank to identify an interesting phenomenon. As we performed our study we 

identified a set of financial services that were still primarily performed at branch offices even 

though they are available through digital channels. We then continued to scan previous 

literature for pertinent theoretical concepts as references to build our research on. Lastly, we 

performed our data collection in the form of interviews with bank customers to investigate the 

factors hindering them from performing these tasks through the online channels. Our findings 

resonate against prior theoretical concepts while at the same time yield new insights.  

3.3 Research Strategy 

A strategy is a plan of action that is used in order to achieve a goal, therefore must be defined 

as a plan of how a researcher will go about answering their respective research question 

(Saunders et al., 2012). With regard to qualitative research, several strategies are available to 

the researcher, for instance archival research, case study, ethnography, and action research 

(Saunders et al., 2012). A case study explores a research topic within its own context or 

within several real-life contexts. Robson (2002) defines a case study as a strategy for 

conducting research involving an empirical investigation of a specific phenomenon within its 

real-life context whilst using multiple evidence sources (as cited in, Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill, 2009). It also has considerable ability to generate answers to “who?” as well as 

“what?” and “why?” questions. As described in the Introduction section one of the group 

members works at Swedbank and therefore it was suitable to perform a case study as we have 

access to company data and key personnel and can dig deeply for a certain issue. 

Additionally, due to the fact that this thesis studies a single phenomenon whilst using multiple 

empirical sources, such as interviews with personnel and customers, and secondary data, a 

case study is the optimal strategy. This strategy tends to be implemented in exploratory 

research, which is the type of research conducted within this thesis. 

3.4 Data Collection 

In this thesis, both primary and secondary data were utilized. The primary data consists of 

interviews with Swedbank managers, employees, and in a later stage bank customers. The 

secondary data refers to statistics provided by Swedbank. 
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3.5 Primary Data 

3.5.1 Sampling 

Kuzel (1999, as cited in DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006) suggests that the selection of in-

depth interviewees can be based on a technique referred to as purposeful sampling. The aim 

of purposeful sampling is to maximize the depth and contribution of the data that will be 

collected in order to understand the research question (Kuzel, 1999 as cited in DiCicco-Bloom 

& Crabtree, 2006). We therefore targeted customers who were particularly interesting to our 

research topic based on certain characteristics and behaviour. Implementing this method 

enabled us to select a sample of interviewees that could serve our research purpose while 

avoiding the need of tapping into a fairly large sample. We found our interviewees through 

using our own personal networks. We asked friends and our families if they knew persons 

who fit our selection criteria. For the suggested targets who fit the profile, we contacted them 

via social media.  

 

A sample of six Swedbank customers were selected to participate in the in depth interviews. 

The purpose of the relatively small number of participants is to be able to identify and include 

the most suitable and representative informants. The online banking usage is higher for 

customers that are young, highly educated and with a high income relative to others (Al-

Somali et al., 2009; Karjaluoto et al., 2002). Therefore, as our purpose is to understand why 

the already digital-savvy customer does not complete certain tasks online, we used these 

demographics to find customers who are relatively more likely to use the online services. The 

research does not stress to understand the effect of demographics, however we controlled for 

some of the demographical variables in the sample. This allowed us to better understand the 

underlying hinders for the online customer to become fully digital, and at the same time it 

eliminated the possibility for differences caused by some demographical factors. Previous 

literature shows that certain demographical factors influence the online banking behaviour 

(Al-Somali et al., 2009; Karjaluoto et al., 2002; Onyia & Tagg, 2012; Szopiński, 2016), so it 

is necessary to consider demographical factors in the process of sample selection. Ignoring 

this aspect and for example perform a random sampling would lead to the result that the 

findings might be partially ascribed to demographical bias. However, as for gender we 

interviewed an equal amount of men and women. Specifically we focused on young 

individuals (20-35), educated (university education) and with high income (>360 000 SEK 

annually). Additionally the informants had to be online customers of Swedbank and possess 

experience of applying for either mortgages or personal loans through the traditional 

channels. 

 

To summarize the sampling process, the aim is to focus on a segment that overall is more 

likely to be online customers as well as to capture variations caused by certain demographic 

factors through regarding the educational, wage and age factors.  
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The specific characteristics are: 

• Equal distribution of men and women 

• Young (20-35) 

• Highly educated (university education) 

• High income (>360 000 SEK annually) 

• Online customer at Swedbank 

• Must have a loan from Swedbank (obtained through visiting an office)  

 

Table 1. Profile of Interview Informants 

 F1 F2 F3 M1 M2 M3 

Sex Female Female Female Male Male Male 

Age 25 27 26 28 32 24 

Income >360KSEK >360KSEK >360KSEK >360KSEK >360KSEK >360KSEK 

Education Bachelor’s 

Degree 

Master’s 

Degree 

Master’s 

Degree 

Master’s 

Degree 

Bachelor’s 

Degree 

Master’s 

Degree 

Online 

Swedbank 

Customer 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Loan 

Acquired 

From 

Swedbank 

Office 

Swedbank 

Office 

Swedbank 

Office 

Swedbank 

Office 

Swedbank 

Office 

Swedbank 

Office 

 

3.5.2 In-depth Interviews 

In-depth interviews are used by a variety of researchers in order to co-create meaning with 

interviewees through analysing their perceptions and experiences within the respective field 

of study (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). Individual in-depth interviews can be conducted 

through a variety of means such as structured, unstructured, and semi-structured interviews. 

According to DiCicco-Bloom et al., (2006), no interview can truly be considered unstructured 

since they are always guided in some form of direction. They are instead conducted through a 

conjunction of collected observational data. Scholars conducting quantitative research rarely 

use unstructured interviews. However, semi structured in-depth interviews are the most 

widely used type of interviews for qualitative research. Most commonly they are conducted 

on a single individual and last for anywhere between 30 minutes and numerous hours. A 

semi-structured individual in-depth interview provides a platform for the discussion to 

become much deeper through targeting personal and social experiences rather than a group 

interview which leads to a wider range of experience however prevents the same level of 

depth (Saunders et al., 2012). 

 

Semi-structured in-depth interviews was the interview technique adopted in this thesis. The 

main reason for implementing this technique was that it provides a platform for deeper 
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conversation to explore insights, particularities and incidents. Using individual interviews 

provides data from each given perspective of customers whereas if a focus group were to be 

conducted, the opinions of customers may not be developed to the same extent. Despite the 

fact that this thesis used interviews to gather its primary data, there are still a few flaws with 

this technique. The main problem is that the interviewers relied to a large extent on 

spontaneous questions (Saunders et al., 2012). Due to the fact that the interviews are semi 

structured, many questions can be spontaneously decided upon, therefore if the interviewers 

are not prepared adequately the interview may become too short and the topic may not be 

discussed as in-depth as is required.   

 

3.5.3 Secondary Data 

Secondary data refers to the action of reanalysing existing data that have been gathered from 

previous literature or organizations, while the data can still contribute to the ongoing research 

and its purpose through providing useful information (Saunders et al., 2012). According to 

Saunders et al. (2012) there are three main types of secondary data: survey based data, 

documentary data, and data compiled from numerous sources. Through information from 

Swedbank’s extensive database we developed a first hand understanding of its digital vs. non-

digital customer’s behaviours The statistics allowed us to understand the current levels of 

online banking adoption of different customers and provided us with reference to determine 

the specific financial services to be investigated. Most importantly the secondary data 

provided by Swedbank allowed us to discover our core research topic - why customers refuse 

to use digital channels for certain tasks.  

 

3.5.4 Interview Process 

The interview process consisted of six interviews with individuals that matched the criteria 

described in the sampling section. According to McCracken (1988), the opening few minutes 

of the interview provide the informant with a comforting sensation. The researcher’s use of 

body language is vital in order to show the interviewer is interested and will not judge the 

informant depending on his/her answers to various questions. We started by asking some 

simple questions about the informant’s background such as - “What do you do for a living?” 

and “What have you previously studied?” in order to gather some basic information about the 

informant. After that, we continued by asking questions regarding the following five sections: 

perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, awareness, social influence, computer self-

efficacy, risk, and trust. The informants were questioned within each of the categories, and 

their answers affected how we responded. For example, if an informant was asked about 

awareness but started to discuss trust in their answer, they were not stopped but instead left to 

speak as freely as possible. The goal in this step of the interview process was allow the 

interviewee to speak without over specifying their perspective or substance thus allowing 

them to speak freely (McCracken, 1988). The interviews lasted between 30 to 55 minutes 

after which we had discussed all of the previously mentioned categories as well as additional 

emergent topics. 
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3.5.5 Data Analysis 

In order to properly understand the data derived from a qualitative research Saunders et al., 

(2012) provide some relevant guidelines. In accordance with their suggestions, we will 

implement a highly formalised approach, which includes categorisation of the collected data. 

The ideas concerning categorisation are further elaborated on in Spiggle, (1994) and is 

described as the process of identifying a chunk of data representing some general 

phenomenon and labelling it accordingly. Our process of categorising the data had three steps: 

First, each researcher read and interpreted the transcripts independently and proposed a set of 

categories. We paid attention to noticing and comparing informants’ key words and their 

expressed ideas in the transcripts of interviews. Then we had a discussion where we compared 

our categories in terms of fit to the context and relevance. Finally, we reached an agreement 

of which categories to include in our research. The focus of the categorisation was directed 

towards categories that represent existing theoretical constructs but attention was also paid 

towards more emergent and different aspect in an attempt to provide interesting findings.  

 

3.6 Credibility and Quality of Research 

When conducting research it is necessary to consider the credibility and trustworthiness 

(Shenton, 2004). A researcher cannot guarantee that the findings will be perfectly accurate, 

however he/she can reduce the risk of faulty data by emphasizing two concepts; validity and 

reliability (Saunders et al., 2009). Reliability is defined as “the extent to which the data 

collection techniques or analysis procedures will yield consistent findings” (Saunders et al., 

2009, p.156). Validity is concerned with whether the data and research candidly show their 

real meaning (Saunders et al., 2009). In the following sections, our precautions and 

considerations about the validity and reliability of this thesis are explained in detail.  

3.6.1 Data Reliability  

Robson (2002) proposes that there are four main threats to research reliability; subject or 

participants error, subject or participants bias, observer error, and observer bias (as cited in 

Saunders et al., 2009). Subject or participant error covers the risk of receiving varying 

responses from an interviewee at different moments. This may occur because the interviewee 

misunderstands questions, or gives an answer due to their current mood. To reduce this risk 

many of the questions throughout our interviews were asked multiple times in different 

contexts. The issue of subject and participant bias occurs when the respondent cannot answer 

candidly due to obligations to superiors or personal risk. To minimize this risk, the 

interviewees’ identities were kept anonymous. This reduces the risk of faulty or distorted 

answers due to personal risk since only the researchers will know their identity. Additionally, 

the interviews were designed in a way to make the interviewees feel comfortable and get the 

feel of a casual discussion instead of feeling interrogated.  

 

To reduce the risk of observer error and observer bias this research utilized the concept of 

triangulation. Triangulation is an approach that uses cross-validation to perform the data 
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collection and analysis and hence deliver more accurate results (Saunders et al., 2009). All 

three authors of this paper attended the interviews to generate interesting in-depth interviews 

and to avoid leaving any uncertainty in the respondent’s answers. Additionally, this approach 

removed the risk of using different interview techniques. A similar approach was used for the 

analysis where initially each of the authors performed individual analyses independent of each 

other. Thereafter the results were discussed and merged into one final analysis.  

3.6.2 Data Validity 

To ensure that the interviews would deliver candid results we emphasized making the 

interviewees feel comfortable so that they would offer their true opinions. First, we made sure 

that they all genuinely wished to participate in the study as unwillingness would lead to short 

and insufficient information (Shenton, 2004). As mentioned earlier, the interviews started 

with a general discussion to make the respondent feel relaxed before asking the specified 

questions. Additionally, we used an interview guide designed to avoid leading the 

interviewees into our presumptions about the research and instead focusing on open-ended 

questions before going into details. Lastly, all the respondents were non-Swedbank employees 

to avoid having any risk associated with feeling obligated to their employer or superiors.  
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4 Findings  

 

This sections presents the data gained from the interviews. Quotes from the individual 

interviews are provided in order to clarify the claims made by informants.  

 

4.1 Perceived Usefulness 

Through our interviews we investigated whether Swedbank’s customers perceive any value in 

applying for loans online instead of visiting the bank office. Questions were asked not only as 

to whether they would find it useful, but also specifically as to why they would or would not 

apply for a loan online. 

4.1.1 General Attitude 

The general attitude towards applying for bank loans through digital channels was very 

positive among the respondents. Specifically they appreciated the amount of time they could 

have saved by applying online instead of visiting a bank office, and that they could have filled 

in the application anywhere at any time. M1 also stressed that through the digital channels it 

is possible to use Mobile BankID to sign all the documents and avoid having all the 

paperwork done physically. He expressed how this would not only save his own time but also 

how it would be beneficial from an environmental perspective. All of the respondents applied 

for their loan together with their respective partners and a general issue with visiting a bank 

office was to be able to find a time slot for a meeting that would work for both of them. Due 

to the banks mainly being open during office hours the respondents had to leave their jobs and 

they experienced this as slightly difficult. 

 

“We found it difficult to find a time that both of us could attend a meeting at 

the bank because of their opening hours, applying online would have been 

great to avoid this. I feel that going to the bank just wastes time that I could 

have spent at work instead” - M2 

4.1.2 Pre-approval 

For the pre-approval of a mortgage all of the respondents perceived the online service as 

useful. Two of the respondents had tried to apply online but failed to do so. F2 had declared 

double-housing the previous year and hence her income did not match the information at 

Skatteverket. F1 tried a few years ago but at that time her income was too low for the amount 

she intended to apply for, her second time she decided to visit the office instead to have more 

negotiating power. M2 had used the formula to see how much him and his partner could 

borrow and at what rate, but he never fulfilled the application, instead he mainly used it to 

compare the different banks. Additionally F2 and M2 were both annoyed with the fact that 

they could not see how it was possible to borrow without manually increasing the amount 

each time. The rest of the respondents would have preferred to apply online but were not 

aware of the possibility. 
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“I think that in our case we were certain that we could borrow enough money 

for the house we were looking at so we could definitely have applied for the 

pre-approval online if we only knew about the possibility” - M3 

 

“It would have been fantastic to apply for a pre-approval online! Without 

having to waste time through going to the bank.” - M1  

4.1.3 Mortgage  

In regard of the final loan application for a mortgage the respondents were a bit more split in 

their opinions. F1 and M2 would not apply online in the future because of perceived lack of 

personal service and because they prefer having a dialogue in person. F2 would consider it in 

the future because she was not satisfied with her initial meeting at the Stockholm office, she 

felt that she could have just done it herself. However, she was very pleased with the service 

she had received at the office in her previous city and would not have changed that for an 

online application. F2 emphasized personal service, but more specifically the level of personal 

service, additionally she expressed that she would prefer to do it online if personal service 

was offered. M1, M3 and F3 had opinions in line with F2 and emphasized how personal 

service, but also more information, would make them consider applying online in the future. 

 

“The calculation you perform online seems very strict and you don’t have the 

possibility to explain your financial situation in detail. Because the 

algorithms that they use are so strict, if you have some problem then the 

computer won’t be able to differentiate. When you go to a bank and speak to 

someone other factors come into play and it becomes more of a case to case 

scenario of who gets a loan and who doesn’t whereas online it’s the same 

results for everyone.” - F2 

4.1.4 Personal Service 

Something that emerged from the discussions about personal service was that all six 

respondents had the perception that it was not possible to negotiate the terms when using the 

online channels. All of the respondents expressed themselves similarly and the possibility to 

negotiat the interest rate was their main concern with applying for a mortgage online. 

However for the pre-approval, all except F1 were indifferent about the interest rate as they 

can discuss this in a later stage but they would like to see a more clear statement of it. 

  

“I had previously applied for a pre-approval but didn’t get it approved. 

That’s why I wanted to go to the bank the second time so that I would be able 

to negotiate and have a better chance to get the money in the end. If you 

apply online the system is pretty strict so it’s nice to be able to talk to a 

person and negotiate. You don’t really have the same power when applying 

online because the system goes mainly off income. So through going to the 

bank you can discuss the other factors. You know, that my significant other 
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and me can move all our assets over to Swedbank. Gives us a little bit more 

power in the negotiations.” - F1 

 

“I have the perception that a mortgage should be negotiated upon and not 

just taken over the Internet through some algorithm” - M3 

4.1.5 Unsecured Personal Loan 

For unsecured personal loans the interviewees were all very positive towards applying online. 

The main points that were brought up were increased speed of the process, less time 

consuming, and the simplicity of the service. 

 

“Applying for a mortgage is such a big life decision and investment, but for a 

smaller unsecured personal loan I would be comfortable with doing it online 

with no personal service just to receive the money fast” - M3 

 

The respondents had a completely different view about personal service and negotiation 

possibilities for unsecured personal loans, mainly because it involves less money and over a 

shorter period. 

4.2 Perceived Ease of Use 

When investigating the interviewees’ PEOU of applying for bank loans online we were 

interested in how they considered the application formula, but primarily the process of 

applying for a bank loan in general. 

4.2.1 System Design 

All of the respondents considered Swedbank’s digital channels very user-friendly and well 

designed in general. As for the forms you would fill in for a pre-approval, mortgage, or 

unsecured personal loan they agreed that the forms themselves are very simple to fill in. The 

respondents were all experienced users of computers and not one of them considered the 

system design to be a constraint to whether they would apply for a loan online. 

 

“I do almost everything online, besides I don't really like going to stores. I 

can shop whenever and wherever I want on my computer or even on my 

phone!”  - F2 

4.2.2 Pre-approval 

The interviewees considered the process of applying for the pre-approval very simple and 

useful. They considered the process to be less complex compared to applying for a mortgage 

which requires a greater understanding of bank loans.  

4.2.3 Mortgages 

The respondents agreed they were lacking some knowledge about mortgages before their 

initial meetings and that it would have made the online process difficult. All respondents felt 
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that they received valuable information about mortgages at their initial meetings at the bank 

and that it was specifically valuable, as they had no previous experience. Half of the 

interviewees felt that they could have received the information via digital channels instead 

because of the positive aspects of applying online.  

 

“I think that the first time applying for a loan it is great to be able to discuss 

everything with an advisor at a branch office, This reduces a lot of the stress 

associated with applying for this huge loan.” - M1 

 

“If there would have been better information about the process I think I 

would have done it online. If it were explained that someone would still 

personally contact me before the loan was finalized I would have considered 

it. If I could speak with someone over the phone to discuss the interest rate 

and such I would feel indifferent between online and offline”. - F3 

4.2.4 Unsecured Personal Loan 

All of the interviewees considered the process for applying and acquiring a unsecured 

personal loan very simple and straightforward. Compared to the process for a mortgage they 

considered this a lot easier as it does not require as much information. 

 

“Seeing as it’s an easier process it think it is better to do it online because 

it’ll be much quicker. I think just because of the speed of the process id apply 

for this type of loan online rather than go to the bank for sure” - F1 

4.3 Awareness 

When interviewing the informants about their level of awareness, we were not only interested 

in whether they knew that applying for a loan online was an option but also more about the 

different stages and types of loan applications that were possible online. A majority of the 

informants were aware that it was possible to apply for a pre-approval. However, only one of 

the informants knew that it was possible to for an unsecured personal loan online. More 

importantly, the informants were unfamiliar with the processes of the loan application, 

whether it is for the pre-approval, the mortgage, or a unsecured personal loan.  

 4.3.1 Pre-approval 

Three of the informants were aware that it is possible to apply for a pre-approval through 

Swedbank’s online channels however the remaining three informants were unaware of this 

fact. M1, M3, and F3 were unaware of the possibility to apply for the pre-approval online. F3 

had utilized the online system for calculating how much money she could borrow in order to 

later buy a property. However, she did not realise that it was possible to apply for the pre-

approval through the same page. She stated, 

 

“I was aware that you could do the calculations online but I had no idea that 

you could apply for the pre-approval.” – F3 
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All of the informants had begun their application process for a pre-approval through calling 

Swedbank directly. We inquired whether they had been enlightened of the possibility to use 

the online channels during their respective phone calls to which all of the informants 

answered no. Thus, even upon speaking directly to Swedbank, none of the informants had 

been informed of the fact that they could apply online.  

 

4.3.2 Mortgage  

None of the informants were aware that they could apply for the mortgage itself online. 

Additionally, as the customer’s were unaware that they could apply for a mortgage online 

they were also unaware it is possible to negotiate the interest rate over phone. However they 

expressed that if they would have the possibility to negotiate the interest rate, they could have 

seen themselves applying for the mortgage online. 

 

“If I had been informed that I could do the full loan application online and also being able to 

discuss the terms I would definitely prefer that” M3 

4.3.3 Unsecured Personal Loan 

Three informants were aware that they could apply for an unsecured personal loan online. F2 

and M2 were both aware of the fact that they could apply online. When asked about how they 

had been made aware, F2 stated that she had heard it from her group of friends thus relating 

back to social influence. M2 on the other hand, had been made aware of the possibility due to 

his own exploration of the Swedbank webpage.  

4.4 Social Influence 

During their respective interviews, the informants discussed the impact of social influence on 

their choice to apply for a loan through Swedbank’s traditional channels rather than through 

their digital channels. 

4.4.1 Pre-approval and Mortgage Application 

Three of the respondents expressed how they had experienced social influence on their 

intention to apply for the loan through digital channels. These three informants discussed that 

they had made decisions during the process based on social influence. F2 and M2 based their 

choice of applying for the pre-approval online on that their peer group had applied through 

the online channel. However, all of their peers had opted to apply for the mortgage itself 

through the traditional channels. F2 stated,  

 

“We found out that you could apply for the loan online from friends. All of 

our friends chose to do the application for the pre-approval online. But for 

the actual loan they all went to the bank as they wanted the personal aspect of 

it.” - F2 
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M3 was also persuaded by social influence and felt that he would be looked down on by 

society due to the fact that he felt that individuals that applied for an unsecured personal loan 

were usually financially unstable. 
 

“If I were to get a house loan no one would blink an eye because basically 

everyone has either taken a loan for a house or is going to need one. But if 

you look at the smaller loans, then it isn’t really socially accepted. It’s almost 

looked down upon seeing as it looks like you don’t know how to manage your 

personal finances. So I’d rather do that kind of loan online instead of going to 

the bank. Just to avoid having people look down at me.” - M3 

4.5 Risk 

This part covers findings derived from questions targeted towards the risk in the online 

environment, including the risk of sharing personal information and the overall risk with the 

online application process compared to the traditional process of visiting the bank. An attempt 

was made to investigate whether differences in risk between online and offline channels could 

be explaining factors regarding the low usage of the online loan services. 

4.5.1 Negotiation Possibilities 

The common risk theme, perceived by all of the interviewed customers, was that going 

through the loan application online would not give the same possibility to negotiate the terms 

and particularly the interest rate as if they would have a face-to-face conversation at the bank. 

Therefore, they fear to suffer a loss from a higher interest rate relative to the one they could 

get at the brick and mortar offices, and consequently perceived a greater risk going through 

the loan process online. 

 

“We wanted to negotiate about the interest rates, and it’s not something you 

want to do with a computer!” - M1 

 

“The only real downside I see is that you can’t really negotiate the interest 

prices to the same extent as when you’re in the bank.” - F1 

 

Additionally, the risk of losing money to higher interest rates was not as large in the case of 

unsecured personal loans. The reason being that the general perception was that the impact of 

the difference in interest would not be as strong due to a lower amount of money and a shorter 

duration of the loan.  

4.5.2 Private Information 

Almost all of the of the applicants considered the risk associated with leaving private 

information, such as income and other financial data, to be indifferent between the online 

platform and traditional offices and not affecting their choice of communication channel. 

They felt safe both with uploading these personal details at the online platform as well as to 

share the details with a person working at the brick and mortar office. This was the case for 
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both pre-approval and loan applications. They feel that the information that is required is 

relatively basic and that the online safety instruments are enough to guarantee enough safety. 

 These short quotes illustrate the general opinions about risk related to the online channels: 

 

“I don’t see any risk with leaving the information online. I feel confident 

when it comes to using Bank ID as an identification method.” - F1 

 

“It’s all basic stuff... I don’t really see any risks with the actual process of 

filling in information.” - M1 

 

4.5.3 Mistakes in the Loan Process  

The risk associated with sharing private information seemed to be a relatively weak indicator 

for the use of online loan application, however the risk of a mistake or something to go wrong 

during the process proved to be more relevant. Factors, both in terms of differences between 

online/office environment and related to the customer’s perception of bank employees, were 

found to be contributing factors. This aspect of risk was only present for completing the full 

application online and not the pre-approval. The reason for this was that the pre-approval is 

not conclusive. The interviewees felt that the risk of a mistake happening when applying for a 

loan decreases when meeting someone at the bank whom is able assist in the process. Many 

of the participants also emphasised that this is most relevant when it is the first time applying 

for a loan. 

The following quote represents the participant’s belief that going to the bank decreases the 

risk of a mistake during the process: 

 

“Even if we didn't find our first meeting at Swedbank very useful, if I were to 

go through the process again I would still prefer to have a personal meeting 

early to get an understanding of how everything works.” - M2 

 

“It’s pretty nice to have someone that has control over your finances and has 

the experience to know what they’re doing. Especially seeing as, it was my 

first time applying for a loan. - F1 

4.6 Trust 

This section develops an understanding of how the customer’s trust is affected by going 

through the online channels or the brick and mortar offices. Both to see if the customers feel 

that the online plattform and the employees working at the offices can be relied upon. As was 

elaborated on in the frame of reference, trust can influence how the customer perceives risk 

and in accordance with this, the emphasis of the questions was also to understand this 

relationship. The general trend derived from the participants was that the trust factor differs 

between the online and offline channels. Trust seemed to be affected by the participants’ 

perception of the employee that they had been in contact with. What could be seen as a 
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general theme was that much of the trust for the bank was a result of the level of service 

quality. 

4.6.1 Traditional Channels vs. Digital Channels 

Trust appeared to be affected by the type of communication channel. With phone 

conversations being the only substitute to face-to-face communication, in terms of trust. 

These quotes describe the general perception that trust is higher when you have the possibility 

to talk to a person: 

 

“I don’t really see any risks with applying online but I like having someone I 

trust to discuss with who knows everything. I have more trust for someone I 

meet in person than via email” - M3 

 

“I could definitely do the whole process online if I could talk to someone over 

the phone as well. I would prefer not having to visit the office but I still value 

personal service.” - F2 

4.6.2 Perception of Personnel  

As described, the trust for the bank was to a large extent an effect of the impression of the 

contact person at the bank. Consequently the interviewees that got a positive impression of 

the bank personnel, felt that visiting the brick and mortar offices contributed to higher trust 

than in the online environment. 

 

“The man that we spoke to at the bank was very personal in his way of 

conducting business. He was very involved and we felt a lot of trust in him 

that he was helping us get the best deal.” - M3 

 

On the other hand, the customers that had experienced a lower service quality from the bank 

felt that they had the same, or stronger trust for the online channels. 

 

“The lady that was giving us advice felt more like a saleswoman than an 

advisor. It felt like she was trying to take advantage of the situation so I didn't 

really trust that she was doing anything in our best interest.” - F2  

 

“The woman that was helping us just typed all our information into the same 

system that we could have used online. So we felt that we could have done it 

just as easily online and skipped all the hassle with having to deal with 

someone we didn’t really trust. The meeting wasn’t personal at all. The 

woman that was helping us was speaking as if she was reading from a script. 

So we didn’t really get any feeling that the meeting really gave us anything 

extra seeing as we arrived at the exact same numbers.” - M2 
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4.6.3 Size of Bank and City 

An interesting point found was that the size of the city seemed to influence the participants 

trust for the bank offices in different ways. Although the question about trust related to the 

size of the city was not raised many of the participants elaborated on the topic. There was no 

completely unified opinion, with one of the participants felt that a smaller city lowered his 

trust for the bank, but the majority felt that smaller banks/cities lead to a more personal 

contact and therefore higher trust. This first quote represents M1 who described how his trust 

is negatively affected by the smaller city: 

 

“If you’re like me where you grew up in a small town you know that people 

gossip. Everyone knows everyone and eventually everyone’s going to find out 

what’s happening. You know, going to the hairdresser and she's spilling the 

beans about someone and news just spreads. I don't know if that’s just me 

being cynical but yeah. So for that reason, I think that I’d be more 

comfortable doing it online. At the same time the Internet isn’t much better. If 

there’s someone out there that's motivated enough then anything on the 

Internet can be accessed. So I guess there are risks with both. I think it’s up 

to every person to determine which is better.” - M1 

 

These quotes represent the other, more general belief that a smaller city and bank contributed 

to a stronger trust for the bank: 

 

“I felt valuable to the bank in my hometown and that they really wanted to 

keep me as a customer. In Stockholm I was just a nobody” - M2 

 

“We had much more trust for the person we talked to at our home office 

because of more personal service. When we visited the office in Stockholm we 

felt that we could have just applied online instead. I believe that this might be 

because we grew up in smaller towns where you are used to having a 

personal relationship with your bank advisor.” - F2 

 

The different opinions stem from a conflict between what values the customers emphasize; 

the positive aspect being the higher quality and more personal service at the smaller banks 

and the negative possibility for information to spread. 

4.7 Computer Self Efficacy 

All of the informants felt comfortable with their own level of computer self-efficacy. 

Computers are a part of their daily lives and none of the informants believed that their 

computer habits were the reason that they did not apply for the mortgage online.  

 

“It’s easy to use the website. Very straightforward and not too difficult.” - F2 
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5 Analysis 
 

This section analyses the findings from empirical data, in light of theoretical concepts we 

discussed earlier in this thesis. The hindering factors’ relationships are discussed to gain a 

deeper understanding of their impact on hindering the usage of online banking.  

 

5.1 Perceived Usefulness 

Perceived usefulness appeared to vary between financial services and we could identify 

substantial differences between the pre-approval, mortgages, and unsecured personal loans. In 

consistency with previous literature (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Davis, Fred D.Bagozzi, 

Richard P.Warshaw, 1989; Pikkarainen, 2015), we identified a strong effect of perceived 

usefulness on the customers’ decision to use.  

5.1.2 Pre-approval 

The digital channel removes the issue of taking time out of customers’ schedules to actually 

attend a meeting. They find it superior to visiting a branch office because it allows them to 

contact several banks to get an understanding of their offers. Additionally, it allows the 

customers to begin the buying process sooner as the pre-approval is required in order to enter 

the bidding process for a property. This is in line with the study by Laroche et al., (2005) in 

which they found that online channels are more efficient in providing the customers with 

information for evaluating their options. Our findings are also consistent with Durkin et al., 

(2003) who found that bank customers prefer remote services when there is a lack of time and 

when it is more convenient compared to traditional channels. 

 

One factor hindering the customers from using the online application is the lack of negotiating 

power in the application process. It does not allow the customer to argue about the amount 

they may borrow. Two of the respondents had issues that were solved when visiting an office 

where they could explain the situation, both had issues that their income was too low 

according to the algorithm. Their initial trial experience reduced their perceived usefulness 

but as it was two case specific situations they still expressed that they would prefer using the 

online application next time they need a pre-approval. Thus indicating that the positives of 

applying online still outweigh the potential pitfalls of doing so. 

 

All respondents agreed that they perceived the online application for the pre-approval useful, 

but only half of them were aware of the possibility. Therefore, we argue that perceived 

usefulness is not a factor hindering the customers from applying online, however awareness 

appears to potentially be a major hindering factor. This indicates that the customer awareness 

of applying for bank loans is still not sufficient, especially as the respondents all fit the 

characteristics of the optimal online banker. 
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5.1.3 Mortgage 

The lack of negotiation power was considered a significant issue for the mortgage with 

specific emphasis on the interest rate. The respondents emphasized how they were aware that 

the interest rate can and should be negotiated upon and they expressed the lack of personal 

service as their main hindering factor against applying online. These findings are consistent 

with Durkin et al., (2003) who found that bank customers demand personal service for 

complex tasks that are of substantial value and knowledge demanding. As for the mortgage 

application we may again argue that the customer awareness is the reason for this perception, 

as it actually is possible to negotiate the interest rate to the same extent as if you were to apply 

at the bank office. Additionally the customers would like to see more thorough information 

about the process, which subsequently would have increased their awareness. However two of 

the respondents would still visit the office to perform the process because they consider face-

to-face communication to be of higher quality than personal service via phone. This supports 

Durkin et al., (2003) findings that as long as the customer perceives the quality as being 

higher through the traditional channels they will be resistant to switching to the new 

technology.  

 

The customers were unaware of the personal service of offered when completing the loan 

application through digital channels. In the end process of the mortgage application the 

customer will be contacted personally by a Swedbank employee and have the possibility to 

discuss the interest and terms of the loan. Thus the perceived usefulness decreased as the 

informants enjoyed the personal side of conducting the loan application through the 

traditional channels at Swedbank. We therefore argue that if the customers had been aware of 

the online process, they may have perceived it to be more useful and used the online 

channel.   

5.1.4 Unsecured Personal Loan 

For unsecured personal loans the respondents were in full agreement that the online 

application is more useful than applying at a brick and mortar office. Specifically, this was 

due to the task being simple, less time consuming, involving less money, and hence requiring 

less personal service. Additionally, as it involves less money they customers were less 

concerned with the interest rate as it would make less difference. Again, this is consistent with 

Durkin et al., (2003) findings indicating that remote services are superior when the task is less 

complex. Our findings showcase that the customers find this online feature highly useful and 

hence an area for increasing the user-rate is through improving the customer awareness. 
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Figure 3. Perceived Usefulness and its Determining Factors 

 

5.2 Perceived Ease of Use 

We found a direct effect of ease of use on the decision to use the online channels with a 

service specific connection based on the process complexity, and not only on the system 

design. 

5.2.1 System Design 

The respondents considered Swedbank’s system design very easy to utilize and as being no 

constraint to their decision to use the online applications. As our interviewees considered 

themselves experienced computer users this finding was not very surprising, and we were 

instead more interested in the PEOU in regard of the processes. Although, in line with several 

previous authors we found a relationship with the customers’ computer self-efficacy and the 

PEOU (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Chang & Lu, 2004; Reid & Levy, 2008; Wang et al., 2003). 

This shows that the customers are ready for the online features in regard of the system design. 

5.2.2 Pre-approval 

Previous studies have found significant evidence that PEOU promotes the customer’s attitude 

and intention to use online banking (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009). In accordance with this we 

could find some evidence that the low usage rate may be explained the customers PEOU. The 

customers expressed that the process can be slightly difficult to understand without previous 

experience, however they felt that appropriate information available online could have been 

enough. Again, we argue that the customer awareness and information availability should be 

promoted to increase the user-rate of online channels for bank loans since the process is 

considered easy.  

5.2.3 Mortgage 

The customers considered the mortgage application particularly complex due to it being such 

a huge investment and because lack of previous knowledge. This finding is in accordance 

with the study conducted by Beckett & Howcroft (2000) in which they found that when the 

customers perceive a task a complex they will prefer to visit a branch office. However, the 

perceived quality of the meetings varied and some of the customers felt that they would have 

been indifferent receiving the information through the online channels for the final stages, 

preferably over the phone. This indicates that even though the customers consider the process 

difficult they may be ready to perform the task online if they were aware of the possibility. 
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Hence, the ease of use alone cannot be considered a major factor for the low usage rate of 

online applications for mortgages.  

5.2.4 Unsecured personal loan 

We argue that PEOU has no influence on the optimal online banker’s decision to apply for 

unsecured personal loan online, because the customers all agreed that the process was very 

easy and straightforward, instead we stress that other factors must explain the low usage rate.  

 

Figure 4. Perceived Ease of Use and its Determining Factors 

 

5.3 Awareness 

In line with several scholars we argue that awareness is a determinant of the use of online 

banking services (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; Mills et al., 2013; 

Pikkarainen, 2015). 

5.3.1 Pre-approval 

Sathye (1999) stressed the importance of awareness and proposed that the banks cannot 

expect their services to sell themselves. We support this argument since a majority of the 

customers had phoned Swedbank, in which none of the conversations had mentioned the 

option for applying for the application online. All the customers would want to complete the 

pre-approval if they had been aware of the opportunity. Thus suggesting that with regard to 

pre-approval applications the major hindering factor is a lack of awareness.  

5.3.2 Mortgage Application Awareness 

According to Pikkarainen (2015) low awareness is a major factor causing people not to use 

online banking services. As none of the customers were aware of the possibility to complete 

the loan application online our findings clearly suggest that awareness is a major hindering 

factor.  
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Customers were unaware that they could negotiate regarding the interest rates when 

completing an application online. Thus, as was previously discussed in ease of use section the 

customers’ willingness to use the online channel is negatively affected due to the lack of 

awareness. As the customers are unaware about the possibility of negotiating the interest rates 

over the phone the customers perceive the task as more difficult, hence use the brick and 

mortar office to apply for a loan. Thus awareness of negotiation possibilities was a large 

factor affecting perceived usefulness, hence supporting previous literature that states 

awareness can be linked to perceived usefulness as it will deepen the customer’s 

understanding of how the product or service can provide benefits, thus be considered more 

useful (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Alsajjan & Dennis, 2006; Pikkarainen, 2015). We also found 

an effect of awareness to risk and trust, which previous literature has failed to identify. The 

lack of awareness concerning personal contact led to decreased trust and increased risk 

associated with the online service. This is an interesting finding seeing that it is a relationship 

that has been neglected in previous studies.  

 

Figure 5. Awareness and its Determining Factors 

 

5.4 Social Influence 

Social influence has been suggested to have a significant impact on customer awareness 

through communication between individuals (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Mills et al., 2013). In 

accordance, F2 and M2 had been influenced by their respective peer group to use the digital 

channels. Therefore we identified a positive effect on their awareness, perceived usefulness 

and their decision to use the digital channels. According to Davis (1989) social influences can 

raise awareness, which is in accordance to the research conducted in this investigation. Davis 
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(1989) suggests that in specific cases it is the growing use of technology forces customers to 

use digital channels for tasks because of pressure from their peers. This was the case for F2 

and M2 due to the fact that the technology had been successfully used by their peers. Our 

findings suggest that with regard to pre-approval there is a strong effect between social 

influence and the use of a specific service, opposing Mills et al., (2013) conclusion in which 

the relationship between social influence and intention to use is dismissed.     

 

None of the informants had heard about the ability to apply for an unsecured personal loan 

online from anyone within their social group. Therefore, we were unable to identify any 

impact that social influence may have on unsecured personal loans. However, it may be 

reasonable to assume that social influence may have a similar impact for awareness and the 

intention to use unsecured personal loans as for the pre-approval.  

5.4.1 Pressure from Society 

M3 was concerned with how society would view him as an individual depending on the type 

of loan that he was to apply for. With regard to a mortgage application he saw no problems 

with applying due to the fact that this is common practice as few people in society can 

purchase a property without taking a loan. However, on the opposite side of the spectrum he 

was not as comfortable with applying for an unsecured personal loan at the bank office due to 

his perception of individuals that apply for this type of loan. He had the understanding that 

society looked down on people that applied for an unsecured personal loan due to the fact that 

he believed that people who required this form of loan were generally financially unstable. 

Thus, the pressure from society had an influence on his intention to use the digital channels. 

Figure 6. Social Influence and its Determining Factors 

 

5.5 Risk 

5.5.1 Negotiation Possibilities 

Our findings are in agreement with previous literature (Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; 

Laukannen et al., 2007; Mills et al., 2013) suggesting the risk factor to be highly relevant to 
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all of the interviewed Swedbank customers in their decision to use the online channels to 

apply for loans.  

 

5.5.1.1 Type of Service 

The main risk was derived from suffering a possible loss due to higher interest rates and the 

risk associated with a mistake during the loan process. From these findings it can be 

concluded that the risk is affected by the characteristics of the specific product or service and 

not strictly tied to differences in communication channel. The risk of applying for a mortgage 

was perceived as higher than the risk of applying for an unsecured personal loan online. The 

customers did not perceive the risk of higher interest rates to be as high for a unsecured 

personal loan, even if they were not able to negotiate face to face with an employee at 

Swedbank. This suggests that this aspect of risk is a consequence of differences in the 

product/service characteristics, in this case the size and duration of the loan. Our findings 

related to the interest rate risk can be supported by Howcroft et al., (2007) study, which 

suggested that risk is affected differently by different banking services.  

 

5.5.1.2 Communication Channel 

The risk associated with losing money to a higher interest also seemed to be influenced by the 

communication channels. The customers meant that they would not feel satisfied with 

negotiating strictly through the computer, but if the negotiation would take place over a phone 

conversation, all except one (M1), would consider the risk equal as to go to the bank office to 

negotiate. Laroche et al., (2005) argued that the overall risk is different in the online 

environment compared to brick and mortar. Our findings support and extend those findings, 

implying that the customers perceive the risk differently depending not only on online vs. 

brick and mortar but also between different digital channels (i.e. phone and computer). With 

the preference for a phone conversation to reduce the interest rate risk, it is reasonable to 

believe that the simple process of talking to another person significantly reduces the risk. 

Considering that one of the main barriers for the participants to apply for the loan online was 

the risk associated with a higher interest rate. In reality, as the phone conversation actually is 

included in the online application process, the findings imply that because the customers are 

not aware of this function, they overestimate the risk. Thus, it can be concluded that 

awareness for negotiation possibilities is affecting perceived risk, and in turn the choice of 

online vs. brick and mortar channel. 

5.5.2 Personal Information 

 

5.5.2.1 Type of Service and Communication Channel 

The perceived risk associated with leaving private information online seemed to be a weak 

indicator in the choice of applying for the loan at the office. The findings strongly suggest that 

the customers feel safe both leaving personal information at the brick and mortar offices and 

online. This was consistent for all three financial services and therefore we consider this 

aspect of risk as irrelevant. Additionally Suh and Han (2002) stated that because of the nature 
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of the online environment, and that important personal information has to be transferred the 

risk factor is stronger in the online environment. However, our findings contradict those ideas, 

as the interviewed customers experienced the risk tied to personal information not to be 

affected by the communication channel. Additionally, previous literature has found that the 

risk factor is less relevant when the customer is less resistant to adopt to new technology 

(Laukannen et al., 2007). Accordingly, one possible explanatory factor for the low perception 

of risk with regards to personal information could be that the interviewed customers already 

had been integrated to the online system, and therefore feel safe leaving details online. The 

fact that all of the customers also had high computer self-efficacy may have contributed to a 

lower perceived risk, as they are very familiar with similar services that require the same 

personal information.  

 

5.5.2.2 Loan Process Risks 

Another major risk concern with the online process of applying for a loan was uncertainty 

associated with a mistake to happen during the application process. As with the interest rate 

risk, this aspect of risk was also differentiating between the services and communication 

channels. This specific risk was only present in the case of completing the full loan 

application online, both mortgages and unsecured personal loans. In accordance with Durkin 

et al., (2003), who suggested that preference for face to face communication for certain 

services, specifically tasks that are more complex, our findings show that customers’ 

perceived risk of a mistake to happen as higher for the full application. The reason that the 

risk is present only in the full application and not in the pre-approval could be that the process 

is more demanding and complex, which is in agreement with the aforementioned literature. A 

relevant factor, closely related to this risk could be the perceived ease of use. As the 

interviewees considered that being a first time borrower, and having uncertainties regarding 

the overall process affected their perceived risk.  

Figure 7. Risk and its Determining Factors 

 

5.6 Trust 

5.6.1 How Trust Affects Choice of Channel and Service 

The findings reveal that the trust has an effect to the customer’s preference and attitude  

towards the different communication channels. The customers trust seems to be positively 
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affected by having the possibility of a personal contact with the bank, however not necessarily 

face-to-face. Through talking to a person at the bank over phone the trust is perceived as 

equivalent as to meeting someone face-to-face. In turn the trust derived from the personal 

contact proved to affect the perceived risk experienced by the customers and therefore the 

tendency to perform the activity online or at the office. To some extent this is in line with 

previous research which suggested that trust is negatively affected by communicating online 

rather than face-to-face Suh & Han (2002) however the findings of this paper propose that 

phone conversations could serve as a substitute in terms of gained trust level. Throughout the 

process of applying online the customers will have the opportunity to speak with someone 

over the phone, yet the respondents were unaware of this possibility. Hence with increased 

awareness of the process, the customer trust could increase and in turn affect the choice of 

applying for loans online.  

 

With regards to the proposed relationship between trust and risk (Aldás-Manzano et al., 

2009), we argue that stronger trust can decrease the perceived risk. However, the aspect of 

trust by itself did not seem as a suitable indicator for preference of completing certain tasks 

online, in this case different loan services. To some extent, those findings contradict the belief 

that the importance of trust increases with complexity of the service, as suggested by (Gefen, 

2000). Instead we argue that the preference of completing certain activities depending on 

complexity is better explained by risk, however with the risk factor being affected by trust. 

5.6.2 Determinants of Trust 

In accordance with existing literature (Al-Somali et al., 2009; Aldás-Manzano et al., 2009; 

Suh & Han, 2002) we suggest that trust influence the customer’s decision to use, and also that 

trust affects the perceived risk. Therefore, to understand why the customers chose to use the 

traditional channels to complete certain tasks, it is relevant to investigate what factors affects 

the customer’s trust. From the findings, it can be argued that the strongest determinant of trust 

is the customer’s perception of the personnel working at the brick and mortar offices. The 

perceived service level, proved to affect the customer's trust for the bank. The customers that 

had been satisfied and felt trust during their interaction with the bank, considered the trust 

derived from their personal meeting to be a decisive factor in their decision to use the 

traditional channel. However, the customers that did not gain trust for their advisor felt lower 

levels of trust and therefore felt that they could have completed the application online. 

 

From those findings, it can be concluded that before going to the bank, the higher personal 

service offered at the brick and mortar office acts as motivation for the customers to go there, 

because of the trust they believe is built through a personal meeting. This is in agreement with 

Durkin et al., (2003) who suggested that as long a the customer’s perception of the service 

received from the online channels are lower than the quality associated with face-to-face; they 

will be more resistant to accept the online banking service. From this it can be concluded that 

the perceived trust is important in the first step of the application process and the customer’s 

decision of whether to use the online channels. On other hand, after going to the office, if the 
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customers do not feel trust for the advisor at the bank, the trust levels are negatively affected. 

This proves that the delivered service highly affects their trust for the brick and mortar 

offices. A possible reason that the customers favour the traditional channel to apply for loans 

could therefore be affected by absence of a personal conversation in the first step of the 

process. Accordingly, seeing that trust is affected by personal service and that a phone call 

can serve as close substitute, it could be wise to incorporate a phone call in the first step of the 

online application in order to strengthen the customers trust for the online platform. 

 

An interesting topic that emerged was that the impact of the size of the office and city, which 

the bank is located in affected trust. Obviously this is somewhat related to personal service, 

however the implications of small office/city may be interesting to elaborate on with regards 

to our topic. The tendency for customers of smaller offices and city to perceive a higher level 

of trust derives from that the customers feel more valuable and connected to the bank offices. 

One possible explanation to this idea is that in the larger cities/offices the customer does not 

feel as important and prioritized, and the environment is more similar to the online platform. 

 

Drawing from the findings, we argue that the two variables are interconnected and crucial to 

address in order to understand why the customer does not apply for loan online. The belief 

that personal contact is absent when performing the task online both decreases the customers 

trust and increases their perceived risk in several areas. However, we argue that this 

perception about risk and trust is overestimated by the customers due to lack of awareness for 

the online process, and specifically the personal service provided via phone conversation. 

Again we stress this specific finding as the relationship has not been identified in previous 

literature and therefore adds value to our research. We further argue that increasing the 

awareness of the process as well as to introduce a personal contact in the primary step of the 

application would significantly decrease the perceived risk and increase trust and in turn 

increase the usage of the online loan application. 

 

Figure 8. Trust and its Determining Factors 
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5.7 Computer Self Efficacy 

Overall computer self-efficacy was not a large factor in their decision to not apply for loans 

through Swedbank’s digital channels. Research conducted by Wang et al., (2003) found 

evidence that customers with a higher degree of computer self-efficacy are more prominent to 

adapt to online banking services overall. The informants in our study were confident with 

their computer habits and felt comfortable with the online channels. They all had university 

level educations and work with computers on a daily basis. Furthermore, they are familiar 

with the digital channels at Swedbank as they use them for many other banking tasks, such as 

transactions and invoice payments, however, none of them applied for the mortgage online. 

This in turn indicates that it was not a result of their computer skills that made them decide on 

using the traditional channels.  

  

Laukannen et al. (2007) study provides a link between risk and computer self-efficacy, 

finding that computer self-efficacy is a determinant of risk. With regard to our informants, 

their high level of computer self-efficacy lowers the risk associated with sharing their 

personal information. Additionally, they state that they would not recommend applying online 

to any person with a lower level of self-efficacy. Therefore, due to the fact that our research 

was based around customers with a high level of computer self-efficacy our findings suggest 

that the associated risk is not a major hindering factor for applying online.  

 

Figure 9. Computer Self-Efficacy and its Determining Factors 
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Figure 10. Summary of Identified Relationships from our Research 

 

 

Figure 11. Major Hindering Factors
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6.0 Conclusion  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This section provides a summary of our analysis as well as presenting answers to the 

research questions.  

 

Our results suggest that awareness is the most critical factor hindering customers from using 

the digital channel for bank loans. Not only does it have an immediate hindering effect as we 

found that the customers were simply not aware of the possibility to apply online, but it also 

has an indirect effect through PEOU, PU, risk, and trust (see figure 11). 

 

We discovered PEOU as another major hindering factor, as the process of applying for bank 

loans (foremost for mortgages) was considered rather complex. However to some extent this 

may be explained by lack of awareness, as the customers expressed that with access to 

personal service (via phone) and better information (guidance) PEOU could be increased.  

 

Risk and trust seemed to be affected by the online vs. brick and mortar channels and in turn 

the decision of communication channel. Specifically, in the online context, the risk was higher 

and trust lower when compared to visiting the bank. We suggest that these hinders are 

overestimated due to the misconception that personal service and negotiation possibilities are 

not available through the online channel. We propose that risk and trust have a hindering 

effect as a consequence of awareness.  

 

Social influence had an impact on awareness, perceived usefulness, and the customer’s 

decision to use the digital channels. The impact that social influence has on the customer’s 

decision to use digital channels was a new discovery developed in this thesis. Hence, we 

found that social influence may impact the customer’s decision, however we argue that it is 

not a major hindering factor.  

 

We identified the perceived usefulness of online loan applications to be very high among the 

customers. However the lack of personal service and negotiation possibilities reduced the 

perceived usefulness enough to influence the customers not utilize the online channels. 

Hence, the perceived usefulness is a hindering factor but it could be removed by increasing 

the customer awareness. 

 

Seeing that awareness had such a strong influence we would therefore like to stress its 

importance in order for banks to increase the usage rate of the three financial services (pre-

approval of mortgages, mortgages, and unsecured personal loans).  
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7.0 Discussion  
 

In this section the implications, limitations, and suggestions for future research are 

addressed.  

 

Theoretical Implications 

This thesis contributes to academic literature in consumer behaviour within online banking. It 

provides insights to how the frequent user of online banking experiences hinders, as compared 

to existing literature mostly focusing on in the initial stage of the adoption process and the 

acceptance of online banking. 

 

Practical and Managerial Implications 

Our results reveal that bank customers may indeed be ready to apply for the three types of 

bank loans via online banking (i.e. pre-approval for mortgages, mortgages, and unsecured 

personal loans). The critical action for banks in order to increase the usage rate of the services 

is to boost customer awareness. Our results suggest that for online bank loans, the customers’ 

main concerns are the lack of personal service and negotiation possibilities for the interest. As 

personal service and negotiation possibilities are also available when a customer applies for 

these products online, it is the customer awareness that must be improved. Additionally, some 

of the informants had the misconception that the interest rate given in the pre-approval would 

be directly transferred to the actual mortgage, indicating that lack of information may hinder 

the customer from choosing the online channel. Lack of awareness about the availability of 

personal service and negotiation possibilities are the main contributors negatively affecting 

trust, perceived risk, PEOU, and perceived usefulness. Hence, awareness has a major 

hindering effect on customer’s decision to choose the digital channel for bank loans. We 

suggest that banks must evaluate their current marketing strategy and enhance information 

availability for these banking services in order to boost customer awareness. 

 

Our findings confirm that the customers find the current online banking system very useful, 

but the process of applying for bank loans rather difficult. They expressed that after their first 

meetings at the bank where they received some general information, they would have felt 

comfortable to perform the application online. Therefore, we suggest that Swedbank should 

implement promotional videos explaining the process to assist the customers during the 

application. This will simplify the process which in turn will increase the perceived usefulness 

and PEOU of the services and influence the customers’ willingness to choose the digital 

channel.  

 

Limitations 

To fully understand the relevance of this paper, it is important to display the shortcomings and 

limitations we encountered during the process. As we discovered that there were issues 

related to bank/city size, we would like to highlight the fact that all interviews were conducted 
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with customers from small cities. Seeing that the size of the city influenced the customer’s 

willingness to use online channels, we find it resasonable to argue that the size of the city may 

also influence the customers’ beliefs about other aspects of the online environment. 

Therefore, a possible limitation is that it is focused on small town citizens while neglecting 

including customers from larger cities. Another relevant limitation is that the statistics that 

were gathered from Swedbank’s database were not as intuitive as expected. The statistics 

allowed us to identify the services with the lowest usage rate, however no information 

regarding customer demographics was available. We conducted a case study on one bank to 

explore an issue in-depth. Even though the findings may be applicable and extendable to 

some similar banks, we cannot generalise the results for all banks.  

 

Further Research 

Our findings suggest that bank customers are specifically concerned about personal service 

and negotiation possibilities when applying for bank loans. Further research could investigate 

how customers perceive these two factors online as compared to at the brick and mortar 

office. As this paper only investigates a limited set of financial services the result may vary in 

other cases. Future studies could perform similar research applied to a different set of services 

with low usage rate.  
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Appendix 1. Interview Guide 
Below is a representation of the basic framework for the questions asked during each 

individual interview. As this is a semi-structured interview, not all questions are written 

below. Some additional topics emerged given the individual responses of interviewees. 

 

Background Questions  

What do you do for a living?  

Where did you attend university?  

What was your line of education?  

Please describe your previous experiences with applying for a loan.  

What type of loan is it that you have a Swedbank?  

When did you apply for the loan?  

Can you please describe the application process step for step.  

How did you experience the process?  

Was it a time craving process? (If yes) What was it that made you feel that the process was 

time craving?  

What was the channel that you used in order to speak to Swedbank regarding your loan 

application?  

Why did you choose to apply for your loan through the traditional channel (i.e. visiting the 

office) instead of online?  

 

Awareness 

Did you know that it was possible to apply through digital channels? 

Did you know of this possibility before you had a physical meeting at the bank?  

(If yes)  

How and when did you discover this possibility?  

 

Perceived Usefulness 

Do you see any advantages with completing the application online? Please explain?  

(Develop questions depending on examples provided and answers) 

Are there any reasons that you would rather complete the application through Swedbank’s 

traditional channels.  

 

Computer Self-Efficacy  

Please describe your everyday computer habits?  

Would you say that you have good computer capabilities? 

Do you shop online?  

How much? Do you feel confident with providing your personal information to websites that 

you shop at? Do you feel comfortable with shopping online?  

Would you feel comfortable providing such information to a bank?  
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Perceived Ease of Use 

How long have you been using Swedbank’s digital channels?  

How do you experience the channels? Are you pleased with the service they provide?  

Which of the digital channels do you use the most? Why?  

Do you feel that you have good enough computer habits in order to apply online?   

Do you feel that you would be able to apply for a loan through digital channels?  

 

Risk 

Do you feel confident with providing personal information about your loan application to the 

bank through digital channels?  

Do you feel any risk with providing this information?  

Would you see any risks when applying for a loan online? Please explain? 

Would you feel less risk through the traditional channels? Why or why not?  

 

Trust  

Do you trust Swedbank with your personal information?  

Do you feel a greater amount of trust towards a physical meeting rather than through applying 

online?  

Is there anything that you generally feel is risky with regard to loan applications?  
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